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Preface
Every year, the Hasso Plattner Institute (HPI) invites guests from industry and
academia to a collaborative scientific workshop on the topic “Operating the Cloud”.
Our goal is to provide a forum for the exchange of knowledge and experience
between industry and academia. Hence, HPI’s Future SOC Lab is the adequate
environment to host this event which is also supported by BITKOM.
On the occasion of this workshop we called for submissions of research papers
and practitioner’s reports. ”Operating the Cloud” aims to be a platform for productive discussions of innovative ideas, visions, and upcoming technologies in the
field of cloud operation and administration.
In this workshop proceedings the results of the second HPI cloud symposium
”Operating the Cloud” 2014 are published. We thank the authors for exciting presentations and insights into their current work and research. Moreover, we look
forward to more interesting submissions for the upcoming symposium in 2015.
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The paradigm of cloud computing has become an important driver for IT serviceorientation. A major challenge for IT service providers is to satisfy service-level
objectives in terms of availability and performance with respect to IT system
landscape costs. Decisions affecting these aspects are mainly made in the service
design stage in which reliable quantitative data is often not available. Therefore,
analytical prediction models using architectural information are recommended.
In this paper, an analytical prediction model based on Petri net simulation is
conceptualized to support decision makers by comparing design alternatives
with respect to availability, performance and costs. The developed concept could
be evaluated in a real-world case study and presents a step towards a scalable
decision-support framework for IT service management in the service design
stage.

1 Introduction
Since the advent of cloud computing, it has become a very popular paradigm to
obtain computing resources on-demand. Such cloud services are elastic IT services
which are provisioned using pooled resources and are monitored continuously to
ensure cloud service quality [16]. This quality is measured by IT service metrics
such as availability or response time, for which guarantees are given in service-level
agreements (SLA) by the IT service provider.
One challenge that arises, especially for cloud service providers, is the need to
evolve their IT system landscapes cost-efficiently in order to consolidate computing
capacities and to face new technologies or business demands [7]. On the other
hand, service-level objectives – for instance for the service availability – should
not be violated in this evolution, since this could lead to penalty costs or loss of
reputation for the IT service provider [8]. Hence, a provider needs to evaluate IT
system landscape design alternatives with respect to IT service quality and costs.
Since IT system landscapes, especially those of cloud service providers, are often
complex and heterogeneous, this is not a trivial problem [26].
A possible way to analyze IT service quality is the application of performability
modeling techniques in which performance as well as dependability aspects are
investigated [10]. The IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL), a good-practice set for IT
service management, recommends the application of these analytical prediction
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models in the service design stage [11] since decisions affecting IT service quality
are mainly made in this stage and are costly to correct in the subsequent stages
[26]. However, existing approaches for perfomability modeling of IT services concentrate on single non-functional metrics, ignoring other metrics as well as the
inter-dependencies between them [17]. Therefore, a suitable and scalable method
for performability modeling of IT services is conceptualized in this paper. It is
designed to predict IT service availability and response times as two of the most
crucial performability metrics [13] as well as the IT system landscape costs. Hence,
this concept is supposed to be a step towards effective decision-support when
evolving IT system landscapes in the service design stage.
Before the developed concept is presented in section 3, the current state of
the art in performability modeling for IT services is discussed in section 2. The
implemented prototype is then used to conduct experiments of a real-world case
study in order to demonstrate the ability of the developed concept to support
decision-making. These evaluation results are presented in section 4. Section 5
concludes the contribution by discussing the results and providing an outlook on
further research activities.

2 State of the Art
This section presents the current state of the art for predicting availability, performance and costs of an IT service.

2.1 Availability Prediction
The availability of an IT service is defined by the ITIL as “the ability of a service
[...] to perform its agreed function when required” [11]. Analytical approaches for
predicting IT service availability are applicable in the design stage since the system
is modeled as a composition of components for which availability can be estimated.
Depending on the technique with which the service availability is computed from
the availability of components, analytical prediction models can be divided into
combinatorial, state-space and hierarchical methods [27].
Combinatorial approaches assume that the the modeled components are mutually independent. Hence, service availability can be easily computed by using the
probability theory. Components in these models can be arranged serially (AND)
or parallel (OR) to define their impact on service availability. Parallel connections
represent redundancy mechanisms while serial connections represent critical paths
in the service provisioning [28]. However, other inter-component dependencies
such as maintenance or standby redundancy mechanisms cannot be modeled in
combinatorial approaches, leading to a significantly limited suitability for IT service
availability prediction [3].
This disadvantage is compensated in state-space-based approaches by modeling
all possible states of the system landscape and the transitions between them. The
availability of a service is then associated with certain states and can be computed
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from the probability of occurrence of these states. Markov approaches are a very
popular subcategory in these approaches since the assumption of the Markov
property simplifies the availability computation, although it is unrealistic especially
for component recovery times [5]. Nevertheless, modeling every possible state
of the system leads to the problem of state-space explosion for real-world cases
with hundreds of components, restricting the scalability of explicit state-space
approaches [24]. In order to overcome this problem, different propositions such
as encoding the state-space in a Petri net and Monte Carlo simulation of statespace models (e.g. in [29]) are suggested in the scientific discussion. Hierarchical
approaches, combinations of system-level combinatorial and component-level statespace models, can also be used to limit model complexity [27].

2.2 Performance Prediction
As a measure of an IT service’s performance, the services response time is defined
as the time span between service request and response [1]. Other measures that
are related to this metric are utilization and throughput [14]. The response time of
an IT service is mainly determined by the network delay as well as the queuing
and processing time [23]. Prototyping and benchmarking can be applied in order
to analyze response times [15]. However, these methods require measured data
and are, hence, not applicable in the service design stage [1]. Therefore, analytical
prediction models should be applied in this stage [26].
Analytical prediction models for performance can be classified into probabilistic
methods as well as state-space models based on queuing networks, Petri nets or
process algebra [1]. While queuing networks are the preferred class of prediction
models in this area, simulation methods are recommended for model solving
since they allow for dynamic analyses [12]. The Palladio Component Model (PCM)
is a prominent example for a performance prediction meta-model. It allows for
the dynamic analysis of heterogeneous, component-based software systems by
combining state-space models with simulation [22]. The PCM consists of four
submodels, namely the component, the composition, the deployment and the usage
model. However, models for component availability and hierarchical composition
structures are not included in the meta model.

2.3 Costs of an IT System Landscape
Cost calculations for IT system landscapes and data centers are necessary activities
in the financial management of IT services with many specialized approaches (cf.
e. g. [4]). Since the scope of this paper is not focused on these calculation methods,
costs are modeled on a high-level. In [2], the authors identify two basic cost types for
data centers: capital expenses which can be depreciated over a certain time frame
and operational expenses. Capital expenses incorporate costs for data center space
and acquisition costs for components while power and maintenance costs refer
to operational expenses [19]. The main driver for power costs in data centers are
IT components and cooling equipment [2]. However, the power costs for cooling
are directly proportional to the power costs for IT components [19]. Especially
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for server components in the data center, the power consumption depends on
the component’s current mode (e.g. active or hot-/cold-standby) and its resource
utilization [2].

3 Prediction Model
The previous section revealed that none of the identified approaches from literature is able to predict IT service availability, performance and costs in a single
model with respect to their dependencies. Nevertheless, these dependencies are
crucial for the accuracy of the prediction model. For instance, the performance of a
service depends on the amount of available resources which again depends on the
availability of IT components. On the other hand, poor performance may lead to
perceived unavailability for a service consumer. However, introducing additional
components for more resources or redundancy mechanisms will increase the costs
of the IT system landscape.
In order to include these dependencies in a prediction model, a novel approach is
developed and presented in this section. A simulation-based approach was chosen
for dynamic analysis in order to quantify not only the mean value of these aspects,
but also the variance. On that basis, the probability of SLA violations can be
assessed more easily [9]. Since Petri nets were identified as a suitable meta model
for both availability and performance prediction, the concept is developed based
on colored generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPN) (cf. e.g. [6]). Solving these
models through simulation provides a high scalability since single replications can
be parallelized [24].
In the following, first, a meta model for IT service availability, performance
and cost prediction is introduced, before the behavior of the simulation model is
presented.

3.1 Meta-Model
In order to predict availability, performance and costs of an IT service, the following
relevant entities and attributes have to be modeled:
• The usage of an IT service is determined by a random distribution for request
arrival. A timeout can be defined for each service. It determines the time after
which the processing of a request is aborted and the service is perceived as
unavailable by the consumer.
• For each IT service, an operations graph has to be defined. It arranges operations sequentially, exclusively (with path probabilities) and parallel. Hence, it
corresponds to trace diagrams such as UML activity diagrams. If a request is
processed through one complete path of the operations graph, the request can
be responded. The time span between request arrival and response is stored
as the request’s response time. An exemplary operations graph is presented
in figure 2.
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• An operation is an atomic entity for request processing. Its execution requires
a certain amount of resources that is provided by an associated component
system. The execution time of an operation can be modeled depending on its
allocated resources with random distributions.
• A component system is an arrangement of components that provides the
components’ resources to operations and models basic dependencies. Depending on the states of the involved components, the provided amount
of resources can vary. Examples for possible component systems are serial,
parallel redundant and voting systems.
• Components represent the elements of an IT system landscape that are crucial to IT service provisioning. These can be infrastructure, hardware or
software components. To each component, set-up costs (are incurred at the
beginning of the simulation) and power costs are assigned. The power costs
for a timestep can depend on the current mode as well as on the resource
utilization of this component. A component provides certain resources which
can be unavailable due to failures. Different failure types can be defined for
a single component determining random distributions for the time to failure
and the time to recover as well as if the recovery requires operator interaction.
Recovery costs can additionally be defined for each failure type, which entail
when recovery happens.
• A pool of operators is defined for an IT system landscape. They process errorprone tasks with priorities which require manual interaction. If an interaction
is imperfect, it has to be repeated. Tasks can be assigned to components or to
dependencies. For each operator, a wage is defined.
• If components have inter-dependencies not covered by the component system,
a dependency has to be defined between these components. A dependency is
characterized by a trigger and an effect. For instance, a standby-dependency
can be defined where the secondary component is brought online only if the
primary component fails. The time between the trigger condition and the
effect can be defined by a random distribution.
The availability of an IT service can then be computed by equation 1 from the set of
requests reqs and the set of responses resps, the mean response time by equation 2.
The total costs can be calculated by adding the capital expenses set-up and recovery
costs with the operational expenses human resource and power costs. Cooling and
space costs are omitted in this version of the concept, however, cooling costs can
be estimated from component power costs [19].

rt =

A = |resps|/|reqs|

(1)

X
1
rt(req)
|resps| req∈resps

(2)
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3.2 Simulation Model
When a specific scenario is modeled in the meta model, a colored GSPN is generated automatically from this information. It is designed as a hierarchical model
combining submodels for component behavior, operations graph and operator
interaction. The request arrival distribution determines the firing rate of the operations graph’s source transition which creates tokens representing a request. This
token is processed through the operations graph for sequential and parallel paths
(cf. figure 2). In case of exclusive paths, a random choice is made according to defined path probabilities. An operation transition can be fired if the corresponding
component system provides enough resources. If the resources are available, the
component systems allocates them. If this is not the case, the operation is queued
until resources are available. Due to component failures, allocated resources can
become unavailable, causing the abortion of the request. Abortion also happens if
the time a request is processed in the system landscape is greater than the defined
timeout.
The behavior of components is determined by the component model. Figure 1
presents an exemplary component model. For each resource type, a place is created
with a number of tokens according to the amount of available resource entities. The
places Offline and Online determine the current state of a component, while each
failure type is represented by a colored token leading to different firing times for
the failure and recovery transition. If a failure occurs, the component’s resources
are blocked immediately for operations. When the recovery process is finished, the
resources are made available again. If manual interaction is required for recovery,
the transition can only fire if an operator token is assigned to this component from
the operator pool.
By the start of a simulation run, all components are set online and set-up costs
are stored. By the end of a simulation run, availability, mean response time and
costs of the service are calculated. Since one simulation run represents only one
possible system behavior, a sufficient number of runs has to be executed until
statistically significant results can be computed using confidence intervals.

4 Case Study Evaluation
In order to demonstrate the correctness and the feasibility of the proposed prediction model, experiments were conducted with a prototype implementation of the
concept using the java-based simulation framework AnyLogic 6.9.0. The verification
of the prototype was performed by comparison of results with other analytical
models as well as by sensitivity tests where no comparison was possible. After the
correctness of the prototype was verified, a real-world case study was conducted
by analyzing a website delivery service. Therefore, first this service was modeled
using the meta model from section 3 in order to create a Petri net simulation model.
In figure 2, the operations graph of the service is displayed. In ninety percent
of the cases, the requested HTML page has already been rendered before and
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Figure 1: Exemplary Component Petri Net Model
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Figure 2: Petri Net Operations Graph for the Website Delivery Service

is provided by a memcached 1.4.2 memory caching system. If the page has not
been rendered before, it has to be created according to the information from a
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TYPO3 4.7.6 content management system running on an Apache 2.2.14 web server.
Therefore, settings, static elements and dynamic elements are rendered parallel
using data from a MySQL 5.1.72 database operated on an Ubuntu 10.04 LTS server.
After these templates have been rendered, the HTML page can be created and
delivered to the user. Each operation requires 256 MiB of main memory and its
execution time depends on the amount of allocated processing power. For 250
MHz of processing power, the execution time of the operations were measured
and defined as triangular distributions according to table 1. An uncorrectable
failure was assigned to each component, while the failure and recovery times were
modeled as exponentially distributed random variables with mean values derived
from literature according to table 2. In the original configuration, all software
components are hosted on a single server with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) X5650@2.67
GHz and 4096 MiB of RAM.

Table 1: Execution Time Distributions for Operations of the Website Delivery
Service
Execution time triangular distributions in ms
Operation

Minimum

Load cached page
Load settings
Load static content
Load dynamic content
Process HTML page

855
16
56
1,010
69

Mode
957
31
210
1,719
74

Maximum
1,249
118
1,117
2,255
87

Table 2: Mean Time to Failure (MTTF) and Recover (MTTR) for Case Study
Components
Component

MTTF in h

Web server/caching [17]
Database server [17]
RAM DIMM [25]
Physical server [21]

8,760
8,760
38,672
5,463

MTTR in h
1.44
1.73
1.45
1.97

In order to compare the simulation results to real values, the website delivery
service was monitored to parametrize the model. It was instantiated with a request
arrival rate of 0.12276 requests per minute and a timeout of 10 seconds. Hence, the
mean response time from reality (0.99894 seconds) could be compared to the mean
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value of the expected response time after 100 replications simulating one year of
operation (1.142 seconds). This comparison results in a relative difference of 14.32 %,
which is within the tolerable difference of 30 % for response time prediction defined
in literature [14]. Therefore, the validity of the prediction model for response times
cannot be denied.
After the validation experiment, the request arrival rate is varied in order to
analyze availability, response time and costs in a stress test. This is done for the
original configuration as well as for two hypothetical scenarios: in these scenarios, a
second server is installed with 4×3.0 GHz processing power and 8 GiB of RAM. In
the parallel configuration, both servers are hosted parallel redundant while in the
standby configuration, the old server is run in standby mode, only to be activated
if the new server fails. For all configurations, the service-level objective (SLO) for
the service availability is set to 99.5 % and for the service mean response time to
1.2 seconds. In order to compute power costs, data from the SPECpower_ssj2008
benchmark for server systems was used [2], the power consumption in standby
mode is set to 10 % of the active idle value [18]. The energy price is set to 0.2306 e
per kWh1 .
In figure 3, the results of the stress test are displayed for the original configuration
for request arrival rates between 0.12276 and 1 request per minute. It can be
analyzed that the SLO of 99.5 % availability is violated if the arrival rate exceeds 0.7
requests per minute. This analysis was conducted for the other two configurations
as well, the results are presented in table 3. In order to compare the different
configurations, the table displays the mean results for the original request arrival
rate and the mean results for the last arrival rate where the defined SLO is not
violated (grey highlighted).
It is obvious that the introduction of redundancy mechanisms in the two hypothetical scenarios considerably improves the resilience of the service in terms of
request arrivals. While the original configuration can only handle 0.7 requests per
minute before the SLO is violated, the standby configuration can handle 159, the
parallel configuration even 216 requests per minute before the mean response time
exceeds 1.2 seconds. However, it can be stated that in the standby configuration,
significantly less power costs are generated. Therefore, the standby configuration
would be the better alternative if the request arrival rate does not exceed 159 requests per minute. Using this information, mechanisms could be implemented that
automatically switch the service to a parallel configuration if the request arrival
rate requires that in order to hold the SLO.

1 E.ON

ProfiStrom tariff at 11-01-2013 https://www.eon.de/de/angebot/gk/

produkteUndPreise/Gewerbekunden/Strom/E.ON_ProfiStrom_ET/index.htm
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Table 3: Simulation Results for the Three Configurations of the Case Study
Configuration

Request arrival
rate per min

Mean availability in %

0.1226
0.7
0.1226
159.0
0.1226
216.0

99.87100
99.52393
99.90857
99.58274
99.99994
99.79986

1.142
1.146
0.988
1.198
0.988
1.199

99.50000

1.200

Original
Standby
Parallel
SLO

Mean response
time in s

Mean power
costs in e
349.82
350.85
384.05
448.49
693.01
774.02

1.000

1.149

1.148
0.999

1.147

0.998

0.997
Availability

1.145

1.144
0.996

Response Time in s

1.146

1.143
0.995

1.142

0.994
1.141

0.993

1.14
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Mean Availability

0.5
0.6
0.7
Arrival Rate in 1/min
Availability 99,5 %

0.8

0.9

1

Mean Response Time

Figure 3: Availability (Primary Axis) and Response Time (Secondary Axis) Confidence Intervals for Different Request Arrival Rates in the Deliver Website Case
Study
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, a concept for predicting availability, response time and costs of
IT services was developed. It aims at supporting decision makers in the service
design stage to evaluate design alternatives in terms of performability service-level
objectives and costs. Therefore, a Petri net-based simulation model was designed
that incorporates the dependencies between the output variables in a single model.
For instance, response times and power costs depend on the current resource
utilization in the data center. The resource capacities, on the other hand, can be
affected by component unavailability and poor response times will also lead to
perceived unavailability.
The analysis of the state of the art in section 2 revealed that no existing approach
for performability evaluation is able to model these dependencies in a single model.
In section 3, the meta model of the prediction framework presents the modeled
entities and attributes, before the Petri net simulation model is introduced in the
second part of this section. A demonstration of the concept’s abilities is presented
in the evaluation section 4. Therefore, a case study of a website delivery service
was analyzed. The conducted experiments indicate that the developed concept
is feasible to support decision making in the service design stage by comparing
different design alternatives with respect to availability, performance and costs.
Although the concept includes features such as trace-based performance analysis, component availability, error-prone operator interaction and generic intercomponent dependencies, it has to be extended in the future in order to achieve
sufficient accuracy in the field of performability analysis. For instance, maintenance
activities in order to decrease component failure rate as well as costs of space and
cooling have to be integrated into the model. Also architectural dependencies between software components could be predefined to increase the usability of the
concept.
Future research in the area of performability analysis in general has to consider
two major problems: model creation and parametrization. The model creation
process is often done manually and is, therefore, error-prone. In addition to that,
in the majority of the performability prediction approaches, models have to be
created in (semi-)formal modeling languages which can be evaluated directly. This
process requires knowledge which is often not available for decision makers in
the service design stage. Therefore, this contribution addresses this problem by
providing a meta modeling language which is automatically translated to Petri
nets. In future work, this could be supported by information from existing sources
such as configuration management databases which was discussed e.g. in [17].
Future research in the area of performability analysis in general has to consider
two major problems: model creation and parametrization. The model creation
process is often done manually and is, therefore, error-prone. In addition to that, in
the majority of the performability prediction approaches, models have to be created
in (semi-)formal modeling languages which can be evaluated directly. This process
requires theoretical knowledge which is often not available for decision makers
in the service design stage. Therefore, this contribution addresses this problem by
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providing an meta modeling language which is automatically translated to Petri
nets. In future work, this could be supported by information from existing sources
such as configuration management databases which was discussed e.g. in [17].
Another important problem of analytical prediction models is the model parametrization. For hardware components, for example, manufacturers’ data is often
over-optimistic [20] and software component parameters can only be estimated
in early software development phases since benchmarks cannot be used in these
phases. For this problem, one approach could be to find an adequate abstraction
level where previously measured data, for instance from similar services, can be
incorporated into analytical models.
The consideration of the mentioned aspects in future work should improve
the usability and accuracy of performability analysis models applicable in the
service design stage and, therefore, supports IT service managers to trade-off
performability service-level objectives and costs.
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Cloud computing is the future wave of information technology that provides
infrastructure, platform and application as on demand services with low cost
and rapid scalability. Infrastructure resources virtualization is the backbone of
cloud computing to meet on demand, rapid scalability and resource pooling as
the main cloud computing characteristics. Live migration is one of the powerful
features in datacenters virtualization. Hosts load balance, power saving, failure
recovery and dynamic resource allocation are all dependent on having live migration for the virtual machines. So studying and modeling live migrations is
important to predict its impact on the datacenter performance and to take the
migration decision at the optimum times. In this paper, we study the impact of
live migration on the datacenter resources utilization and power consumption for
VMware environment. This overhead modeling can be used to estimate the live
migration impact on datacenter resources utilization given the virtual machine
and network characteristics. Based on this estimation, the network admin can
be alerted with this estimated overhead in order to confirm the live migration
request or to postpone it to another optimum time for minimum interruption on
the running applications.

1 Introduction
Cloud computing is a promising paradigm for computing and IT services. Now,
it is a widely accepted trend for on demand IT resources with elastic scaling and
cost efficiency. Cloud computing moves data processing and storage away from
desktop and portable PCs into large data centers. To have an on-demand and elastic
resources, the IT infrastructure should be virtualized.Virtualization features such as
flexible resource provisioning, isolation, cloning and live migration have improved
the reliability and utilization of the physical resources. Infrastructure, Platform
and Software as a service (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS), are offered using an illusion of
availability in resources as demanded by the cloud users.
This virtual availability of resources utilizes the hardware usage, facilitates rapid
scaling, and saves power and cost. As a new era for IT services, cloud computing
users can get on demand virtual hosts, storage and networking, after specifying
their hardware settings, storage capacity, operating systems as well as the installed
applications. This is quite different from the earlier infrastructure models where
the enterprises had to invest huge cost in building the IT infrastructure resource
including cooling and IT staff. Traditional data centers were designed to meet the
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peak demand for the running applications; which results in low utilization and
waste of resources during the non-peak hours [4].
Live Migration is one of the most important features and a powerful tool in
machine virtualization. It allows an entire running and active virtual machine (VM)
to be transferred from one physical host to another with a very little interruption
which allows seamless movement of online servers in LAN or in MAN scale
without asking clients to disconnect and reconnect [9]. Live migration is supported
by VMware (vMotion), Xen (XenMotion), Microsoft Hyper-V and Redhat KVM [3].
Servers load balancing, online maintenance, fault tolerance and power saving are all
dependent on VMs live migration feature. So live migration is an essential feature
in virtual datacenter and cloud computing environment to have dynamic resource
management. On the other hand, it is important also to study the drawback of live
migration overhead on the datacenter performance.
Live migration cost is classified into energy and performance overhead on the
running machines and the live migration execution cost [9]. Execution costs are
the total migration time and migration down time. However the physical machines
overhead are the increase in CPU utilization, network bandwidth, and power
consumption [9]. Migration time and downtime analysis are studied in [13, 3, 9, 7, 2].
Live Migration time and down time are mathematically modeled in [13, 9, 7, 2]. The
models in [13, 7, 2] are verified with measurements using Xen test beds. So there is
no guarantee if these models are valid for other virtualization tools like VMware; as
one of the best performance and commonly used tool in enterprise datacenters [3].
Xen and VMware use iterative pre-copy technique, however the stopping conditions
are different; which makes the performance difference [10]. This difference will be
more explained in the modeling section of this paper. A very useful comparison
between live migration in VMware, Xen, KVM and Hyper-V is done in [3] in terms
of the migration time, downtime and migration volume, however there are no
models proposed for these results. In [2], RAM intensive, CPU intensive and Disk
IO intensive benchmarks are used to measure the migration time with different
CPU capacities. However there is no model proposed to estimate live migration
impact on CPU and network utilization. To minimize costs, new algorithms are
proposed for live migration [10] and [6]. Proposing new live migration algorithms
is not the focus of this paper; we mainly study the running algorithms impact on
datacenter performance modeling.
In this paper we check the validity of using the proposed migration cost models
in [2] for VMware vMotion. The modeled cost in [9] and [7] are the migration time
and power consumption. Then we use these models to predict the live migration
CPU and network overhead based on regression techniques. Regression techniques
based modeling is used in [7] and [2] due to the complexity of live migration
modeling. These models can be used to notify the network admin with the live
migration impact on the datacenter performance. So the migration request can
be confirmed or postponed based on the resources utilization by the running
applications in order to avoid service interruption. To the best of our knowledge,
no previous work has proposed models to estimate power, network and CPU
consumptions for VMware vMotion.
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2 Live Migration Time Modeling
2.1 Mathematical Modeling
Live migration in iterative pre-copy technique that is used in Xen and VMware has
mainly six phases; as shown in Fig. 1 [10]. These phases are:
1. Initialization: initiating the migration by selecting the VM to be migrated and
selecting the target machine.
2. Reservation: the source machine sends a request to the target machine for resources reservation and the target machine answers with an acknowledgment
after reserving the required resources for the migration.
3. Iterative pre-copy: the entire RAM is sent in the first iteration, then pages
modified during the previous iteration are transferred to the destination.
Using shadow page table for memory dirty pages mapping.
4. Stop-and-Copy: When the stop conditions are met, the VM is halted on the
source for a final transfer round. The stop conditions in the Xen platform are
[13]:
a. Less than 50 pages are dirtied during the last pre-copy iteration
b. 29 pre-copy iterations have been carried out9.
c. More than 3 times the total amount of RAM allocated to the VM has
been copied to the destination.
While the stop conditions for VMware are [8]:
a. Less than 16 megabytes of modified pages are left.
b. There is a reduction in changed pages of less than 1 megabyte.
At the same round of stop- and-copy while transferring the final dirty pages,
the migrated VM’s CPU state is transferred to the destination.
5. Commitment: the destination host checks if it has received successfully a
consistent copy of the migrated VM. Then the target machine sends a message
telling the source that it has successfully synchronized the migrated VM
states.
6. Activation: after target host informs source host that it has synchronized their
states, source VM can be discarded. The migrated VM running on target host
is the primary host now and takes over the services offered by source VM.
From Fig. 1, the migration time can be formulated including all its phases details
as following:
Tmig = TR + Tpre−copy +

n
X

Ti + Tcheckstop + Tstop + Tcommitment +

i=0

Ttrans + TActivation
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TR = TProp + TT ran + TProc + TProp + TAckT rans + Tsync

(2)

Tpre−copy = TRO + Tcopy + TProp + TT rans

(3)

TT rans =
n
X
i=0

Ti =

VPkst
R

, TProp =

VPkt
VAck
R
L
SProp
Vmem
n
D
VT h

, TAckT rans =

VAck
R

n
X
Vmem 1 − λn+1
∗
(Tpropi + TT ransi ) =
R
1−λ

(4)

i=0

λ=
Tmig
TR
TProp
TT rans
TAckT rans
Tproc
TSync
TRO
Tcommitment
TA

L
SProp

D
R

Th
, n = logλ VVmem

Total migration time
Reservation time
Propagation time from source to target
Transmission time in the management IP network
Transmission time in the management IP network
Processing time at target
Synchronization time between source and target
Time for converting source RAM pages to read-only
Time for checking commitment
Time taken for activating and handing over the remaining
services to the VM on the target and powering it on
Packet volume size in bits
Acknowledgement volume size in bits
Migration transmission rate in bits/sec
Distance length between source and target
Signal propagation speed
VM current memory size during migration
Number of migration iterations
Dirty pages rate
Stopping condition threshold volume

From the formulation above, some parameters that impact migration time can
be calculated given the environment specifications like TProp , TT rans , R, VProp ,
Vmem and D. However, there are also parameters that hardly can be obtained due
to complexity such as TProp , TSync , Tcommitment and TA which might depend on
system caching and CPU handling for transactions. So it is worth to use regression
techniques as well as the formulation to simplify the relation of the migration
time with the main parameters that control it. Migration time formulation (4) is
proposed in [7] for Xen environment. As mentioned in stop-and-copy phase, the
stopping condition for VMware vMotion is different with XenMotion, so firstly we
try to validate if migration time formulation in [7] is valid for vMotion. For models
verification and regression techniques implementation, a VMware test bed is used
with the following specification in the next sub-section.
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Figure 1: Live Migration Time Diagram
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2.2 Testing Environment
The test bed that we have built has 2 Hosts (Dell PowerEdge 2950) with 8 CPU
×2.992 GHz Intel(R) Xeon, 4 GB RAM, 4 NICs, 2 HBA with 2 Fiber ports/card
and VMware ESXi 5.1 Hypervisor. As shown in Fig. 2; both hosts are connected to
shared storage EMC2 Clariion; 1 TB LUN via FC-SAN. The SAN Switch is Cisco
with 4 Gbps ports. The Ethernet switch is Cisco with 1 Gbps ports. Live migration
copy iterations are done through the Ethernet switch [12].

Figure 2: Testing Lab Network Diagram

The two hosts are configured in a cluster that is managed by VMware vCenter Server which allocates the cluster resources and include vMotion feature [5].
Performance parameters values are also gathered using vCenter Server. The VM
that is used in migration is Linux Ubuntu 12.04 (32bit) with 4 vCPU. The testing
benchmark is Linpack [11] as CPU and RAM intensive benchmark; which is the
worst case for a running application. The RAM size is the most effective parameter
in the migration performance [9], so we test the impact of live migration on the
datacenter performance with different memory sizes to have different migration
volumes. Migration volume is the content in total of the CPU and RAM that should
be moved from the source to the target host. The VM RAM sizes vary between
1 GB, 2 GB and 4 GB.
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2.3 Testing Results
Using the above infrastructure the testing sequence is run as following. The VM is
powered on, the benchmark is run and after ten samples at least, the VM migration
is started from one of the physical hosts to the other in order to distinguish between the benchmark impact and the migration impact on performance. After the
migration is finished, the migration time is calculated and the impact on the target
host performance is monitored. Finally the benchmark is stopped. The migration
is done 30 times; 10 for 1 GB RAM, 10 for 2 GB RAM and 10 for 4 GB RAM VM.
Source host dirty pages are measured to be used in the formulation (4) to calculate the estimated migration time as modeled in [7] but for VMware environment.
Calculation results are compared with the average measurements results to know
the error of different between modeling and measurements. Comparison results
are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Migration Time Comparison
VM

RAM

1
2
3

4 GB
2 GB
1 GB

Iterative Copy
Model (sec)

Measurement
Result (sec)

104
85
58

113
105
92

Error %
−7.9
−19.0
−37.0

From the above table, we notice that the results of the proposed model in [7]
are always less than the measured results. And the less VM memory size the
higher error obtained. The reason for this is the assumption used in [7] in live
migration time modeling. This assumption is considering only the iterative copy
P
delay n
i=0 Ti and ignoring the other phases delay as the iterative copy phase is
the most time consuming step in live migration. So the calculated time is always
less than measurements. With less memory size the iterative copy phase becomes
less dominant and so the error increases.
In order to enhance the mathematical model accuracy, all migration phases delay
should be considered. The challenge is how to calculate complex parameters like
the processing, synchronization, commitment and activation times. These times
are operating system dependent and affected by system caching, so it is hard to
be calculated. To overcome this challenge, regression technique is used to have an
empirical model for live migration time. Regression techniques were used in [7]
and [2] to avoid modeling complexity in power consumption. From the proposed
model (1), iterative copy is the most time consuming phase; where the source host
memory is transferred to the target host. So we find a relation between the total
migration time Tmig and Vmem
. As shown in Fig. 3, it is obvious that the relation
R
between the migration time and the ratio between migration volume and migration
rate. This relation can be simplified in the following formula.
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Tmig = a ∗ (

Vmem
+ b)
R

(5)

Table 2: Migration Time Linear Regression
VM

RAM

Linear Regression
Model (sec)

1
2
3

4 GB
2 GB
1 GB

87.5
121.275
96.0

Measurement
Result (sec)
113
105
92

Error %
−22.6
15.5
−4.3

Where a and b are constants that depend on the hypervisor management and
system caching for migration. For this CPU and RAM intensive testing, a = 0.9 and
b = −17 Linear regression model is compared with migration time measurements
to check the model accuracy. This comparison is presented in Table 2; which shows
that using linear regression accuracy is acceptable and more accurate than the
modeling in [7] but only for 1 GB active memory VMs.

Figure 3: Migration Volume (kB)/Rate (kB/s)

However for larger active memory sizes, the proposed model in [7] is more accurate.
So the proposed model for migration time estimation is as following:
) + b, if Active Memory < VT hr
Tmig = a ∗ ( Vmem
Pn R
Tmig = i=0 Ti , if Active Memory >= VT hr
Based on our testing for CPU and RAM intensive applications, this VT hr = 2 GB.
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Energy consumption modeling is proposed in [9], [7] and [1].In [1], the impact
of VMs consolidation on live migration power consumption is discussed. In [9]
and [7], it is proven that live migration energy consumption has linear relation
with the migration volume. In [9], Xen test bed is used to verify this relation.
In this paper, we verify this relation using VMware test bed. In [9] and [7], the
relation is between the energy and migration volume. In our testing, the power
consumption is measured for each migration; which is the first derivative of energy
with respect to time. Migration rate is also the first derivative of the migration
volume. Fig. 4 shows an example of power consumption due to one migration
request. The proposed model for energy consumption in [9] and [7], is:
Emig = c ∗ Vmig + d

(6)

Emig : Migration Energy Consumption in (Joule)
Vmig : Total network traffic during migration
Equation (6) is proposed in [9] and [7] for power modeling. In [7], the values
of c and d are calculated using linear regression based on testing with Xen test
bed;c = 0.512 and d = 20.165. If the first derivative of (6) is taken the formulation
will be as shown in equation (7).
dEmig
dVmig
= c∗
= c∗R
dt
dt
Pmig : Migration Power Consumption in (Watt)
Pmig =

Figure 4: Migration Source and Target Power Consumption
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In this paper, we use VMware test bed that is shown in Fig. 2 to verify the linear
approximation between migration power consumption and migration rate. Power
consumption is measured using vCenter server power and energy charts. After
running 30 migrations between the two hosts in the test bed, we monitor the
average increase in power consumption due to the migration overhead.

Figure 5: Power Consumption Increase

This power increase is plotted versus the migration rate; as shown in Fig. 5.
The relation between the power consumption increase and migration rate can be
approximated to a linear relation using linear regression; as shown in Fig. 5. If we
apply (7) to the results of Fig. 5, the slope c = 0.0016. There is a small constant that
can be ignored in the line equation due to its small value ∼ 4 Watt compared to the
power increase values in the graph.

4 Live Migration Performance Estimation
The models proposed in the formulation section and the model proposed in the
related work papers are useful to relate migration cost with other parameters like
migration rate or migrated memory volume. In order to make these models more
useful, it is important to investigate relations that support the network admins in
estimating the migration cost before approving it. So in case that the migration
costs are relatively high due to large VMs migration, or datacenter resources are
already utilized enough by other applications, it will be recommended to postpone
the migration request or to optimize the migration times if it happens automatically.
Live migration cost estimation is very supportive to avoid running applications
interruption due to the migration overhead. Also, this will reduce the migration
process failure rate due to bottlenecks in physical resources. In this paper, we
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try to find a relation between parameters that are known for the network admin
before migration and estimate the migration cost based on it. For this research
approach, we depend on empirical models by testing migration performance for
large number of runs and see if this is related to a parameter that we already know
before migration.
VM active memory size is one of the key player parameters in live migration cost.
This is because the iterative copy of the whole active RAM pages from source to
destination. In the next subsection, we show how a phenomenal relation is found
between the active memory size before migration and the average increase in the
IP network rate from the source to the target host due to migration.

4.1 Network Overhead Estimation
The higher VM active memory size before migration, the more pages should be
migrated through the IP network between source and target hosts. To meet the high
migration volumes requirements, the IP network algorithm should afford the highest possible transmission rate with keeping low transmission error. Fig. 6 shows
one of the migration runs impact on the source host transmission rate and target
host receive rate using vCenter Server performance chart; which take a monitoring
sample every 20 sec. As shown this increase in the source transmission rate and the
target receive rate happens only after starting the VM migration. The rate increase
is slightly different between source and target, but the area under each curve is
almost the same; which is the migrated volume.

Figure 6: Network Throughput Increase

After running 30 runs, we could notice a fitted relation between the VM active
memory size before migration and the transmission rate from the source host;
as shown in Fig. 7. This relation is the quadratic approximation of the average
transmission throughput increase sample points (8).
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Rs = α ∗ (Vmem )2 + β

(8)

Rs : Source host throughput increase
Vmem : Source host active memory size before migration

Figure 7: Source Host Network Rate vs VM Active Memory Size

For the curve in Fig. 7, α = 6 ∗ 109 and β = 6 ∗ 103 . The coefficient of is very
small, so does not have significance on Rs and can be ignored.

4.2 CPU Overhead Estimation
Live migration consume part of the CPU cycles in the source and target hosts during
the live migration process; as shown in Fig. 1. In this part, we study the impact
of live migration on the source host CPU utilization and propose a regression
based model to predict the CPU overhead in general. CPU regression based model
is proposed in [16] to predict the physical host overload in CPU usage and so
takes the decision of migrating some VMs to another physical host. In this paper,
we use regression techniques to estimate the CPU overhead by the live migration
process. After running 10 test for each VM RAM size and so 30 tests in total, the
results in Fig. 8 are obtained. The point in Fig. 8 are the peak CPU change after
sending VMware vMotion request for each run versus the memory size in kB over
the migration rate in kB/s. As shown in Fig. 8, CPU peak overhead point can be
approximated to a negative exponential relation 8.
Cpeak = A ∗ e−(B
A, B and C are constants.
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Vmem
)
R

+C

(9)

5 Conclusion

Figure 8: Source Host peak CPU overhead vs VM Active Memory Size Network
Rate

For this test: A = 14, 000, B = 0.052 and C = 800. From equation (8), the migration
rate has a quadratic relation the memory size . If we substitute with according to
equation (8), the CPU peak increase will have a negative exponential distribution
with the memory size. This means that with increasing the memory size, the CPU
overhead increases exponentially.

4.3 Migration Performance Prediction
As shown in Fig. 9, From the results obtained in the section 4.1, equation (8) can
be used to estimate the network throughput increase given the VM active memory
size Vmem . Since the migration average rate R in kB/s is obtained using the VM
memory size at the migration time, the migration time Tmig can be predicted using
(5), the CPU overhead and the power consumption increase can be predicted using
(9) and (7).

Figure 9: Migration Overhead Prediction Sequence

5 Conclusion
Live migration is one of the essential features in virtualized datacenter environments that drives virtual machines load balance, power saving and fault tolerance.
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These resource management techniques are basic for cloud computing in order to
have less cost, higher resource utilization, high availability and green IT environment. Live Migration overheads have drawbacks on the datacenter CPU, network,
and power consumption.
In this paper, empirical models that are supported by mathematical formulation
are proposed to predict the live migration time, power consumption and network
throughput before taking the VM migration decision. Based on the proposed prediction model results, the network admin can confirm the migration decision and
proceed with it; in case the live migration is a manual action and the prediction
results do not cross certain overhead thresholds. In case of automatic load balance
or automatic power saving, the prediction model can be integrated with these
techniques to optimize the migration decision time. This migration decision optimization should consider the estimated migration overhead and the running
applications utilization in order to avoid applications interruption and to minimize
bottlenecks probability that may lead to migration process failure.
In the future work, we plan to study the impact of storage migration on the
datacenter performance; when the disks content is also migrated.
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Under the cloud computing term, a vast market of services and products has
emerged. The reasons for their popularity are the classic cloud virtues like costefficiency, manageability, flexibility, scalability or security. These properties are
important for strategic IT planning but difficult to assess and compare in products
and existing software systems. In this report, we review methods and tools to
assess these quality attributes in cloud-based software systems.

1 Introduction
The concept of cloud computing has ushered in a new era for programming and
provisioning of distributed software systems. Traditionally, customized computing
infrastructure was installed at the site of customer – from small-scale office groupware solutions to true data centers that serve large companies. On the one hand,
this allows the infrastructure to be tailored to the specific requirements of the use
case. On the other hand, it burdens the operator with the task of datacenter administration and maintenance. This also presents a large cost-factor, both in up-front
investment and running costs. Cloud computing has brought a different concept
for provisioning computing infrastructure: instead of buying physical machines,
computing resources are offered as services that can be consumed on a pay-peruse billing model. These services are hosted in large-scale data centers, can be
accessed over network connection and exist on different levels of abstraction: under
the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) paradigm, compute resources are provided as
abstractions physical hardware (i.e. virtual machines). Paradigms like Platform-asa-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) provide services on a higher level
of abstraction, where services provide abstract software execution environments
(PaaS, e.g. web frameworks) or entire software stacks (SaaS).
This completely changes how software systems are architected and used: the
Infrastructure requirements can be treated as a commodity that can be consumed
according to current needs and workload. Cloud operators can provide this scalability, as consolidation of computing resources helps to handle the load peaks
of individual customers and helps to achieve a better resource utilization. These
scale effects also allow cloud operators to offer services at prices which can reduce
customer’s total expenditure on computing resources. The effort for maintenance
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is greatly reduced, as all tasks that concern the software and infrastructure behind
the service interfaces are the responsibility of the service provider.
Due to the popularity of the cloud paradigm, a great variety of software products
and services has emerged that can be used to provide cloud computing services
and create software system based on these services. Different services and software
modules can be combined to form a distributed software system. While the amount
of products and services provides a great freedom of choice but can also make
it hard to see the forest for the trees: Besides mere functionality, the quality of
software systems depends on its non-functional properties that describe qualities
of operation and development throughout the software lifecycle. The properties
are often called the *-ilities and describe attributes such as security, availability,
portability, scalability or maintainability (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Overview of desired quality attributes for cloud-based software systems

To judge the quality of cloud-based software systems, it is necessary to be able
assess these properties in given software systems, products and services. In this
report, we give an overview of existing methods that can be used to analyze cloudbased software systems and compare them based on these properties.

2 Availability
A essential requirement for long-running software systems, such as cloud services,
is that of availability. High availability denotes that a service is very likely up and
running at any point in time. This is frequently requested by service level agreements. For instance, a typical high availability requirement – five nines (99.999 %) –
demands that service downtime per year must not exceed 5.39 minutes. Achieving
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high availability is of substantial interest to cloud service providers, since downtime
is directly related to a loss of customer confidence and revenue.
However, limited downtime (including both scheduled maintenance and unplanned repair activities) is non-trivial to guarantee. For cloud services, the goal of
high availability requires: First, a means for quantifying and comparing availability
realistically, and second, the presence of fault tolerance (FT) mechanisms to sustain
availability despite single node failures.

2.1 Quantifying Availability
Availability is quantifiable as the probability the system delivering its intended
service at a given point in time [3].
In systems, where single components can fail at any point in time and repair
mechanisms exist, availability is thus a probability distribution in continuous time,
resulting from the failure and repair distributions of individual components. A(t)
denotes the probability of the system providing its intended service at time t.
Under the assumption that the system is in a stable operational state with fixed
failure and repair rates, a static number, the steady state availability is often computed:
A = uptime/(uptime + downtime)
(1)
FT techniques can be classified as either reactive or proactive. Proactive techniques
achieve higher availability levels, since downtime is reduced by handling anticipated failures before they occur [29]. However, proactive FT requires the prediction
of future failures, relying on an accurate mathematical failure model.
Traditionally, hardware component failure rates have been obtained from field
data and stress test results. In a similarly experience-based fashion, failure rates
for cloud software should also be based on the dynamic behaviour of the deployed
system. For this purpose, monitoring and diagnosis approaches, tailored for the
cloud computing paradigm, are needed [12].

2.2 Achieving Availability
In distributed environments such as cloud environments, random infrastructure
failures must be anticipated. Therefore, a desired level of availability – that is, tolerance against node failures – can only be achieved by redundancy. The consumers
of a cloud service expect failure transparency: how a service achieves availability
despite single node failures (faults to the overall system) should not matter to the
consumer; such failures should go unnoticed.
Hence, a disaster recovery plan needs to 1. detect failures quickly, and 2. provide
reliable failover mechanisms while preserving data consistency and confidentiality
concerns. This kind of FT needs to be architected carefully for each abstraction
layer. Due to its focus on software-based services, the virtual machine (VM) and
application levels are becoming increasingly important. Here, fault tolerant cloud
computing faces novel challenges as opposed to traditional server systems.
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Redundancy
Redundancy in traditional server systems has been achieved mainly at the hardware
and operating system levels. Many FT mechanisms assume that the nodes are of a
fixed number, connected in a fixed topology, and known to each other. Failover to
a different machine is more straightforward under these assumptions.
In recent public cloud environments, such assumptions may not hold anymore. In
order to achieve scalability, support for dynamic reconfiguration of the underlying
infrastructure is necessary. FT needs to become more autonomic and able to handle
a dynamically changing infrastructure. While replicating data in a heterogeneous
cloud infrastructure, the concerns of availability and security (Section 3) need to be
kept in mind simultaneously.
Recovery and Failover
Since cloud services frequently rely on virtualization, the efficient implementation of VM migration and repair techniques is essential. Such techniques can be
implemented either at the application side, or at the cloud service provider side.
The latter approach is simpler in many cases, since monitoring the VMs can be
implemented directly in the hypervisor. In order to avoid data loss during failover,
some communication is required to keep backup VMs up to date [34]. Recently,
various live VM migration techniques, which avoid VM downtime during failover,
have been proposed [28]. They pave the way for promising proactive FT approaches
which minimize downtime and maintenance overhead.
At the application level, recovery mechanisms may need to incorporate technologies from different infrastructure providers. This further increases the need for
programmability (Section 6) and manageability (Section 4). Setting up fault tolerant
load balancers is a popular approach. Such load balancers (e.g. the Amazon AWS
elastic load balancer)1 automatically scale with the incoming traffic and redirect
the requests to working application instances only.
To assess availability, the implementations of replication, recovery and failover
– at potentially different levels of the software stack – need to be understood
thoroughly. Each underlying mechanism needs to be fault tolerant within itself.
Since it has become popular to rely on FT mechanisms on the cloud service provider
side, more extensive “availability benchmarks” might be desirable.

3 Security
The security of a software system describes its ability to maintain the confidentiality,
availability and integrity of its data and services. These properties a subset of the
attributes of dependability [2] and are considered under a fault model that also includes intentional faults, i.e. malicious attacks or misuse. This distinguishes security
properties from other attributes of dependability (e.g. reliability, maintainability).

1 http://aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/,
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Confidentiality describes a systems ability to protect data from unauthorized access or disclosure. The concept of confidentiality can be abstracted to exclusivity [22]
an then be applied to data and resources alike. The availability property assures that
a system functions correctly according to its specification. In a security context, this
describes the ability to tolerate intentional attacks on its availability, e.g. robustness
against denial-of-service attacks. Integrity refers to a systems ability to guarantee
the correctness of stored information and prevent unauthorized modification.
Assessing these security properties of computer systems is more important than
ever: The distributed character of modern software systems makes many interfaces
accessible over network connections and therefore increases the attack surface. In
the case of cloud computing large parts are of software systems are no longer
under the owners physical control, which enables cloud operators to access the
information that is stored on processed on their infrastructure. Methods to analyze
the security properties of software systems are therefore required to manage the
tradeoff between security risks and the features and benefits of cloud computing. In
the following sections, we review qualitative and quantitative methods to analyze
the security properties of software systems.

3.1 Qualitative Security Assessment
To describe, plan and compare the security properties of large-scale software systems, several standards have been proposed. These standards provide legal grounds
to certify and use computer systems for security-critical applications (e.g. in healthcare, public administration or military applications) and serve as technical guidelines for the development and operation such systems. In the European Union, the
Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC) [19] define a set of criteria that independently rate the efficacy of a systems security measures (unsuitable,
weak, middle and strong) and the quality of their implementation (E0–E6). While
weak measures only provide protection against inadvertent security violations,
strong measures should be hard or impossible to circumvent. A similar categorization can be found in the Trusted System Security Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) [7]
used in the US. In the strictest security levels (E6 in ITSEC, A in TCSEC), a formal
verification of the system is required (see below).
In practice, the security properties of computer system is often influenced by
tradeoffs between security on the one hand and functionality, usability and efficiency on the other hand [6]. Additionally, as the code-base of software systems
increases, bugs cannot always be avoided [14] an inevitably introduce vulnerabilities [13]. Consequently, threats to security exist in every computer system. It is
therefore important to identify and understand these threats. Microsoft STRIDE
[30] represents a structured approach to identify the threats present in a software
system. This tool-aided analysis is based on a data-flow diagram representation of
the software system. Based on this model, the tool automatically identifies security
threats that apply to processes, data stores and network links of the system. The
result of the analysis is a list of threats which can be rated and annotated with
present threat mitigations.
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The most rigid form of security analysis is provable security. In theory, a security property can be linked to a set of states of a software system in which the
security properties is fulfilled. If the behavior of the system can be predicted for
all possible use cases and circumstances, all reachable states can be predicted. If
“insecure” states are not reachable, the software system is proven secure. Examples
for provable security security proofs for cryptographic protocols (see e.g. [21, 26])
or information flow theory (see e.g. [33]). However, provable security is usually
limited to small programs or single algorithms and cannot capture the complexity
of large-scale software systems.

3.2 Quantitative Analysis Methods
In reality, security remains a tradeoff between efforts to protect resources and circumvent security measures. Qualitative methods alone are not sufficient to capture
the probabilistic nature of security. To describe individual security properties, quantitative measures are indicate a probability that a given security property is fulfilled
in a given time interval under given circumstances. This allows to include security
properties as quantities of the software engineering process: security measures
become part of the software requirements specification and are tested as part of
the requirements verification.
Quantitative security assessment is usually an analysis in the failure space: individual threats present in the system are treated as security faults that threaten a
specific security property [24]. Using mathematical models, simulations and field
data, probabilities can be derived for individual threats to be successfully used for
attacks. By combining the probabilities obtained for individual threats, an overall probabilistic measure for individual security properties can be calculated (see
e.g. [23]).
Different methods and models have been proposed for quantitative analysis of
security properties. A commonly used method are attack trees [37], which are derived from Fault Tree Analysis [10]: Threats are denoted as leaves in a tree, while
the analyzed security property is at the root. Attack trees model the logical combinations of threats that could harm the security properties as a network of logical
connections (AND/OR) that connects the root to the leaves. If probabilities for
the leaves are available, the overall probability for the security property under
analysis the be violated can be calculated. If an order of events determines the
success of security attacks, state-based models can be used (see e.g. [8, 4]). Where
state-explosion prevents state-based modeling, simulations can be used to analyzed
security-relevant processes or protocols (see, e.g. [35, 36, 38]).

4 Manageability
Operating IT-infrastructures is a challenge that has to be solved in companies and
cloud providers in particular. To master the challenge a powerful set of tools is
required, that may be summarized in manageability. The Information Technology
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Infrastructure Library (ITIL)[18] list some well known rules and best practices in
general, but does not covers fast changing cloud computing.
In todays cloud computing systems we have two views for assess manageability:
the provider and the customer view. Both views have different needs in management.

4.1 Provider View
The provider of cloud computing resources and services needs management tools
to operate the infrastructure and offer solid services to customers. Section 2 and 3
outlined properties that have to met. These management tools need to fulfill some
basic tasks: monitoring, deployment, and configuration.
Monitoring is required on two levels: the infrastructure and the services. The
infrastructure that runs the services has to be monitored to detect failures, overload
situations or unused resources. Services rely on the infrastructure but monitoring
is required to check service health, billing and customer offering. Deployment is
an integral part for manageability of cloud computing, but they’re different kinds
of deployment: deployment of infrastructure services (e.g. additional server) and
deployment of cloud computing services (e.g. customer service). Configuration is
modifying a service without new deployment (e.g. start, stop).
While most of managing infrastructure services implies human interaction, is
management of cloud computing services automated. That’s the only way how to
operate cloud computing offerings in large and also implies a stable manageability.

4.2 Customer View
A customer has interfaces to use the cloud computing services. These are service
dependent and vary among providers. Limitations in manageability have to be
accepted and can’t changed in general. The cloud computing models offer different
possibilities in management. The SaaS model has only a few settings that can be
managed because the entire service is self-contained. At PaaS level the customer
has the capabilities to modify his services (e.g. start, stop, deploy, publish). In IaaS
the variety of management support is biggest. Amazon offers with CloudWatch
an separate service to monitor and manage resources in the EC2[1]. HP Cloud[16]
relies on OpenStack[27] and supports the standardized interfaces. It is also possible
to deploy own machine images with built-in management solution, but limited to
operating system level support.
Management interfaces for the customer have to meet the self-service model,
where the services can easily monitored, deployed and configured to fulfill its
demands.
But the new world is hybrid! That means management of IT-infrastructures has
to cover not only single cloud computing model and a single public cloud. Today
companies can use hybrid cloud solutions[15] to combine on-premise infrastructure
and public cloud offerings. In that sense the future management has to support
hybrid services. Services may cover different cloud computing offerings that are
defined in orchestration languages (e.g. Hewlett-Packards Cloud Maps[15]).
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But if this is extended to all cloud computing models and public cloud offerings a new model for management and open interfaces is required to support
manageability of future IT-infrastructures.

5 Acceleratability
Clouds are considered to deliver ’pluggable’ computing power. Thus they are
used for performance-hungry applications that involve a lot of number crunching
on state-of-the-art hardware. Due to physical limitations [11] modern CPUs are
accompanied by various types of accelerators [5, 25, 17] to account for the ever
increasing computational demands.
Besides the GPU compute chip that is integrated into modern Intel CPUs [20],
dedicated accelerator cards like NVIDIAs Tesla product line [25] and Intels Xeon
Phi card [17] are of particular interest for the industry.
When it comes to virtualization of accelerators, the following characteristics are
to be considered [9]:
• Performance: indicates the execution speed. Depends primarily on the overhead introduced by the virtualization mechanism.
• Fidelity: a measure of the number of features of the physical device that are
supported by the virtualized device.
• Multiplexing: indicates the degree of multiple VMs sharing the same physical
GPU.
• Interposition: degree to which access of the a virtual machine to the physical
hardware can be mediated. Interposition enables features like live migration,
hibernation, and fault-tolerant execution.
Keeping these characteristics in mind, let’s take a look at the cloud offerings that
are currently provided by cloud vendors:2
• Amazon Web Services: hosted GPUs and GPU Cloud. Only in North America.
• Nimbix Informatics Xcelerated: hosted GPUs and GPU on Demand. Only in
North America.
• Peer 1 Hosting: hosted GPUs and GPU Cloud. North America and Europe.
• Penguin Computing: hosted GPUs. Only in North America.
• RapidSwitch: high Performance Computing and GPU Cloud. Only in Europe.

2 http://www.nvidia.com/object/gpu-cloud-computing-services.html,

2014-04-29.
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• Softlayer: high Performance Computing, Hosted GPUs and GPUs on Demand.
North America, Europe and Asia.
Available offerings grant virtual machines direct access to the GPU card that is
built into the server the virtual machine is running on. This allows a single guest
operating system to enjoy a maximum of performance and fidelity, while inhibiting
multiplexing over multiple virtual machines and disallowing any cloud features
relying on interposition.
The reason for this situation is the fact that with the exception of Microsoft
Hyper-V, which has no GPU virtualization support whatsoever, currently only passthrough GPU virtualization is supported by all the major vendors of virtualization
technologies. [31]
Since Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) is a strong focus for current GPU
technology developments, emerging GPUs introduce the concept of vGPU (virtual
GPU) [39] which allows to partition a GPU and use it by multiple virtual machines.
A physical GPU can be divided into at most 32 virtual GPUs of the same size. Citrix
XenServer already supports this technology.
While static fixed-size partitioning helps, real multiplexing can only be achieved
when timesharing and oversubscription are enabled as well. Only then will it be
possible to save resources by consolidating applications. Interposition features like
live migration are also needed for a seamless integration of accelerators into the
cloud, but are still unavailable.
In order to be competitive clouds must target two conflicting objectives: firstly,
they need to deliver the best experiences to their customers, while secondly consolidating virtual machines so that they can make the best use of their resources.
The first objective is clearly related to performance and fidelity. It can be achieved
with the current virtualization solutions of allowing guest operating systems direct
access to the underlying accelerator hardware.
For the second objective on the other hand we need a better support for multiplexing and interposition. Key players in the industry have already identified this
challenge and are actively working towards applicable solutions, the partitioning
provided by NVIDIAs virtual GPU being the first step towards fully cloud-capable
accelerator technologies.

6 Programmability
While SaaS is a cloud computing model that already offers ready-to-use applications to end-users, IaaS provides on-demand hardware and operating-system
services as well as PaaS delivers application platforms an solution stacks. So with
cloud-based software systems developers do not have to care about issues such
as scalability and availability while the application’s workload is increasing. With
resources provisioned on-demand, operating IT systems is made more cost effective
and technically flexible.
Programmability of a cloud system means for us the degree of flexibility to define,
extend, and reconfigure a cloud application’s behavior and structure as well as the
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ability to integrate a cloud system into the software lifecycle ecosystem. Within
cloud bases systems, some programmability attributes can roughly be categorizes
as follow: [40] [32]
• The logic layer is where the business logic is executed.
• The data layer manages data processed by the logic layer. It is responsible for
storing and loading required data as well as caring about data consistency
within a distributed cloud environment.
• The infrastructure layer is where both the logic layer and the data layer are
operated, monitored, and managed.
• Crosscutting concerns will cover some most or all layers mentioned above.

6.1 Infrastructure Layer
IaaS cloud providers usually offer different kinds of operating systems with preconfigured settings. Virtualization technologies make it possible to create a repository filled with VM-images for a wide range of purposes. It is even possible to
create whole environments with custom settings for network, compute, and storage resources – based upon templates (see HP CloudSystem[15]). On the contrary,
within PaaS environments the chance to influence the structure of the underlying
infrastructure layer is limited or impossible – in exchange a developer or administrator does not have to manage and maintain these components.
Attributes: provided hardware resources (CPU, memory, storage, network), resource performance and scalability, provided operating systems, supported orchestration operations, customization (load balancing, auto-scaling, user defined
performance)

6.2 Logic Layer
The logic layer consists of two parts: the application language and the application framework. The important attribute for this layer is the support for technology
platforms and stacks.
Either a developer writes native applications targeted to a specific operating
system, or he uses specific runtime environments such as Microsoft .NET or Java.
Depending on the infrastructure layer it is may possible to deploy stand-alone
applications to the cloud environment, or a developer is bound to an application
server such as Apache Tomcat or Microsoft IIS. To achieve a high programmability
it is also important to know whether standard libraries are available (or installable),
whether third party components are available (or installable), or whether direct
resource access (e.g. local file system, threads, outbound network connections) is
possible.
Attributes: programming language, supported frameworks (e.g. .NET, Tomcat,
JavaSE, JavaEE, standard libraries), deployment packages (e.g. WAR, EAR, DLL),
direct resource access
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6.3 Data Layer
The data layer is responsible for the storage and retrieval of data. It manages the
access to the data from potentially multiple different components and cares about
data synchronization and consistency.
Nowadays, there are two popular types for data storage: Relational databases
with a data schema (e.g. SQL databases) and document databases with more
unstructured data (e.g. NoSQL databases, key-value databases, big data stores,
message queues, distributed hash tables). The choice for one of them heavily affects
the tools, methods, and algorithms a developer can use. To change this decision
later mostly needs a huge change in an applications structure and behavior. Also
these two options differ in the ability to deal with evolving data schemata.
Attributes: number of data items, read/write velocity, data quality (structured,
unstructured), data schema, database scalability (clustered, master/slave, single
instance, content delivery network), consistency constraints, migration

6.4 Crosscutting Concerns
Finally, there are some attributes that effect the programmability of a cloud system
and touch most or all layers mentioned above: The availability of development tool
(command line tools, source control integration, web-based console), the availability
of testing environments (development, testing, stating, production), access to log
files, the possibility to debug running applications, integration into build and
deployment systems, and documentation.

7 Conclusion
As an emerging computing paradigm, with novel and large scale technical challenges to face, quality attributes for cloud systems need to be well understood in
order to evaluate different systems, and to discuss the trade-offs and degrees of
freedom for designers of cloud applications.
We have proposed five distinct non-functional quality attributes for cloud systems, namely:
• Availability of the service, even in the presence of node failures and byzantine faults;
• Security, the robustness of the system against attacks at different levels in
the software stack;
• Manageability of resource and job allocation, despite increasingly heterogeneous applications and infrastructure;
• Acceleratability by providing access to accelerator hardware such as GPUs
to customers in an efficient way;
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• Programmability, in order for the system to be extensible and re-configurable
during runtime.
The different quality attributes relate to each other in different ways. They may
be in trade-off relationships, such as the trade-off between easy manageability and
high security, or they may be pre-conditions for one another, for instance, security is
a precondition for availability in attack scenarios. It is important to understand the
relations and interactions between these attributes thoroughly in order to ensure
high quality cloud applications. Further, the attributes we have named all play a
role at various levels in the software stack. Engineers should be aware of this and
design the software with each of the above named attributes in mind.
We further believe that efforts towards quantifying and further formalizing cloud
system quality attributes is necessary. Quantification is essential to characterize
different cloud systems in a comparable fashion, and to provide a standardized
measure of quality for them.
Taking this discussion (summarized also in Figure 1) as a starting point, research
from different software engineering communities should overlap more, in order to
provide a unifying framework for assessing the quality of cloud applications.
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In cloud environments, customer-triggered data imports need to be configured
dependent on information, which is usually not accessible for customers. In this
paper, this problem is addressed by developing a concept for automatically configuring data imports in order to optimize their import speed. The concept relies
on a continuously growing knowledge base that can be used for determining
suitable parameters for new imports. In order to provide data for the knowledge
base, we automated the execution of 878 imports with a total amount of 34 TB
of data for testing all possible parameter permutations within a given range,
and stored the corresponding results. Subsequently, we were able to perform a
self-configuring import of an additional dataset by querying the knowledge base
for the most suitable combination of import parameters based on the similarity
of the additional dataset to the datasets in the knowledge base. For the purpose
of the evaluation, we calculated the number of inserted rows per second and
ascertained an improvement of 84.89 % for the self-configuring import compared
to the default configuration, and an improvement of 15.47 % compared to an
import configuration recommended by SAP.

1 Introduction
In modern times, companies need to be able to rapidly respond to the needs of and
changes in the market in order to remain competitive. In this context, the analysis
of data has proven to be important for decision support in various domains. However, due to the proliferation of a growing number of data sources, the amount
of data that needs to be analyzed in order to support decision making is growing
rapidly [7]. But in order to be able to derive knowledge from the huge amount
of data, scalable analytic services are needed which require high-performance
systems [11], such as provided by cloud environments. Therefore, it is suitable
to analyze big data using web-based cloud services enabling data mining algorithms to be applied on multiple datasets and leveraging economies of scale. Hence
customers can benefit from fast results without having to maintain potentially expensive hardware. Offering a multi-tenant database, analytical capabilities and a
built-in web server, SAP HANA is used to develop the concept that is presented
in this paper. In the course of this contribution, we focus the first stage of such big
data cloud services which implies the import of datasets from different sources, potentially at the same time. Assuming the customer’s datasets to be available as files
containing comma-separated values (CSV), we leveraged the bulk load feature of
SAP HANA in order to import these files. Imports can be parameterized depending
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on available hardware resources, the current system load, dataset properties and
customer-specific service level agreements (SLA). Database administrators (DBA)
are able to access this information, but inside cloud environments, data imports
are triggered by customers. In order to be able to quickly import data, the parameterization of imports needs to be automated since customers cannot access the
same information as DBAs. In case of high utilization, it might be suitable to adjust
the number of parallel imports in order to maintain a stable system state and not
affect the overall performance in terms of running analytics and other import jobs.
Therefore a separate staging area is required that serves as a buffer in order to
detach user-interactive file uploads from load-dependent data imports.
In this contribution, we present a concept for cloud-based data imports by considering this aforementioned requirement as a first step toward big data analytics
as a service. To enable data imports to be self-configuring and fully automated,
the proposed concept involves a performance knowledge base for data imports
of different sizes for all database instances of a HANA cloud environment. All
import jobs are controlled and logged by means of stored procedures and tables
inside a relational database schema. By storing the resulting number of inserts
per second as a key performance indicator (KPI) for each import job and by associating it with the respective import parameters, (system, hardware and dataset
information), we built an architecture that allows querying for best performing
configurations when invoking similar imports. The architecture scales with the
cloud infrastructure and changing data properties since every import contributes
to the shared knowledge base, which can be made available to all database systems
by means of SAP HANA’s smart data access feature.
The proposed concept was developed and implemented in terms of a proofof-concept following a design science approach [4]. The concept is described in
section 2 by means of an exemplary scenario. Subsequently, the technical architecture of the SAP HANA cloud environment that is used for this purpose is
outlined. In order to be able to evaluate the designed concept, initial KPI values for
different database servers, datasets and import configurations are required. Thus,
we conducted 878 imports within three experiments by automating the imports
for various parameter permutations as presented in section 3 in order to build a
knowledge base that comprises of these KPI values. Subsequently, the proposed
concept is evaluated in section 4 by using the knowledge base for determining the
import parameters that are to be used for an additional dataset. In section 5, the
paper is summarized and, furthermore, an outlook on future research is given.

2 Data Imports for SAP HANA Cloud Services
When integrating big data and cloud services, the three dimensions variety, velocity
and volume [6] will need to be faced by respective providers. Term velocity refers
to both the time that is needed to process data and the time in which new data is
generated. Thus, a growing amount of data needs to be imported from different
sources within an acceptable period of time by a cloud service provider.
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2.1 Scenario Overview
The import of CSV files can be initiated from both the server and the client by using
SAP HANA Studio. When importing data onto the server, cloud service providers
are able to trigger and parameterize the import of the data autonomously, depending on system utilization and SLAs, which may be derived from pricing strategies.
Therefore, we split the import process into two sub-processes: “uploading CSVformatted data files to a staging area represented by one or more gateway servers
(step 1)” and “importing data files into the appropriate database system through
self-configuring imports (step 2)”. The first sub-process involves user interaction
in terms of uploading the data files that are to be imported, whereas the second sub-process is triggered and configured automatically by determining the
performance-influencing parameters “threads” (number of parallel threads for the
concurrent import) and “batch” (number of rows imported for each committed
unit).
The experiments performed in the course of this contribution (confer section 3
and section 4) indicate that there is no generic parameter combination of “threads”
and “batch” (hence referred to as “import configuration”) that archives the best
result in any case. In fact, suitable import parameters seem to depend on the characteristics of the dataset such as the file size, the number of rows and the number
of columns. Furthermore, suitable import parameters depend on hardware characteristics of the respective host, such as the CPU utilization. For this reason, we
parameterize import jobs based on historical data. In order to be able to use historical data, the relevant information concerning an import needs to be stored. This
includes, for example, the parameters that were used for the import (such as batch
and threads), the properties of the dataset (such as its size) and information on the
database host . When new imports are to be processed, the stored information is
queried for previous results of similar imports. The similarity of previous imports
is thereby determined according to a string metric that relies on the properties
of previously imported datasets. The corresponding parameters of a previously
conducted import that led to a high performance regarding the import speed can
then be used to parameterize the new import. Accordingly, the same information
is stored for new imports after they will have been finished. Hence, the knowledge
base is extended with every new import and scales with a growing amount of
data as well as changing dataset properties, since the probability of finding results
for similar, previously conducted imports increases with every new import. For
implementing the knowledge base, we created a relational database schema and
corresponding features that can be used in order to automatically import the data
uploaded by customers.

2.2 Technical Architecture
The system environment that was used for evaluating the designed concept comprises three servers, each of which running a single SAP HANA instance. In order
to increase the cloud provider’s flexibility, the storage is abstracted from the servers.
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Thus, all the data is stored on a central network attached storage (NAS) so that
HANA instances can be started on any server following HANA’s tailored datacenter approach (cf. [10]). Relocations can be performed by mounting the log and
data volumes to different servers. In addition to these servers, we configured an
additional node to operate as a gateway that provides access to the previously
described staging area. Data files that are uploaded by customers will be stored
on the NAS through the gateway server and will therefore be accessible by all
HANA instances for a server-triggered import, using a redundant 10 GB Ethernet
connection. Figure 1 illustrates the components of the architecture.
For logging all import performance results as well as respective import properties
and parameters, we created a database schema, which stores all information that
forms the knowledge base. Besides several procedures that are used to process the
stored information, it comprises of the tables illustrated in Figure 2.
The table “Result”, which is positioned in the center of Figure 2, contains the
start time and end time for each performed import. The resulting values “duration”
and “instertspersecond” are calculated and updated as soon as an import finishes,
whereas “insertspersecond” refers to the average number of inserted rows of the
corresponding dataset per second. By joining the result with the associated tables
“Dataset”, “Host”, “Threads” and “Batch”, the corresponding parameters as well
as the properties of the imported dataset and the server that processed the import
can be determined. In this manner, the parameters that led to the best imports can
be identified when configuring the import of a new dataset.

Data Upload
Shared Knowledge Base
HD1

HD2

...

HDn

CSV Files
Bulk Load

Bulk Load

Bulk Load

...

NAS
NAS
Figure 1: Technical Infrastructure of the Concept
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However, initial data is needed for the knowledge base in order to be able to
query for suitable import parameters. For generating initial values, we inserted tuples for “threads” and “batch” within a defined range and performed experiments
by running imports parameterized with any possible permutation of threads and
batch, which are computed by a stored procedure.

Figure 2: Database Schema that Forms the Knowledge Base

3 Import Experiments
In order to verify the architecture proposed in the previous section and in order to
provide initial data for the knowledge base, several experiments were conducted
for each of the imported datasets. In each experiment, multiple iterations are
performed over the permutations until the best result in terms of inserts per second
is found. Provided that outliers occurred in the course of an iteration, it was
manually repeated for the particular outlier. Afterwards, the mean values were
computed and inserted into the “result” table. This procedure leads to a knowledge
base that can be queried for suitable parameters when new datasets are to be
imported. The experimental results and the experimental setup are presented in
the following.

3.1 Experiment Design
In the case of a new import, the historical data that is stored in the knowledge base
can be queried for a similar dataset. The associated parameters, a combination of
(Threads, Batch), of the best result in terms of the highest number of achieved inserts
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per second can then be used to parameterize the new import. In order to get to the
required historical data, numerous experiments are conducted. The corresponding
information is stored as described in subsection 3.2. Since a manual execution of the
experiments would be very expensive regarding the vast amount of permutations
of the import parameters, the import process has been automated. This allows the
automatic testing of different combinations of parameters and, subsequently, the
automatic determination of the import results. Figure 3 shows the components that
were implemented for this purpose.
The experiments were configured and controlled by means of database objects
in terms of different tables, views, and a stored procedure. The stored procedure
prepare_load uses different input parameters to automatically generate the import
statements and the corresponding statements for determining the results of the
import, such as the duration and the number of inserts per second achieved with
the respective parameters.
The procedure generates import statements rather than immediately importing
the data since the auto-commit feature that is used by IMPORT FROM statements is
not allowed in BEGIN ... END blocks. The parameter Dataset provides information
about the dataset that is to be imported, such as the number of rows and the name
of the target table. Batch and Threads are the parameters that are varied in the
course of each iteration in order to investigate their effects on the load performance
and to store the corresponding results in the database. M_Views are public system
views, which provide different information about the invoking system, such as the
HANA system identifier and the hostname of the node that is meant to process the
import. Finally, Iteration defines the current iteration of the experiment.These
parameters are used by prepare_load to build the SQL statements that are used for
the data import and stored in the database. The experiment is then started by using
a Linux script that queries the database for the generated import statements and
submits them to the HANA instance via the command line tool hdbsql. Runtime
information, stored in the columns “duration” and “insertspersecond” is updated
after each finished import.

3.2 System Environment
According to the architecture described in section 2, a corresponding environment
based on the Fujitsu FlexFrame®Orchestrator [3] is used for conducting the experiments. This environment consists of three single SAP HANA database instances
(referred to as HD1, HD2 and HD3). In all systems, the used database version is
1.00.63.381310. Each of the instances is hosted on a dedicated server node of the
type Fujitsu PRIMERGY RX600S6 with each four Intel Xeon E7-4870 processors
and 1 TiB of main memory. These nodes are redundantly connected to a central
storage system via a 10 Gbit Ethernet and two redundant Cisco N5548 switches.
The central storage system consists of a NetApp FAS 3250 HA with two NetApp
disk shelves DS2246. These provide a total storage of 28 TB. Although the experiment is designed to work on different hosts, only one system (HD1) is utilized
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in the course of the experiments in order to avoid interdependencies between the
different servers since these access the same storage.

SAP HANA Database Schema: “DATA_LOAD_PERFORMANCE“

Batch

Threads

Controlfile, Size, Rows, Columns Batch Size

Number of threads

Dataset

M_Views
SID, Hostname

Stored Procedure “prepare_load (iteration)“
import.sql

starttime, endtime, iteration
insertspersecond, batchid, threadsid

Results

Figure 3: Components for Automating the Experiments

3.3 Datasets
Within the context of the experiments, three different datasets are used to create
an initial knowledge base that can be used for parameterizing future imports.
The datasets comprise of performance information that was monitored within
productively running system environments. Hence, the datasets represent a realistic
case. The characteristics of the respective datasets are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Characteristics of the Datasets used in the Course of the Experiments
Size in GB
Dataset D1
Dataset D2
Dataset D3

Number of Columns

3.52
9.24
18.1

9
12
13

Number of Rows
74,620,735
135,711,680
233,321,789

In each dataset, the used data types are varchar, integer and double. The
dataset D1 consists of disk I/O statistics for thousands of different servers, which
host various types of SAP systems. Dataset D2 includes statistics for whole SAP
systems, while dataset D3 comprises of statistics for single instances within a
system. Each of the datasets is stored in a single CSV file and corresponds to a
single table in the database.
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3.4 Experiment Runs
In order to build the knowledge base, three experiments – one for each dataset –
are performed in different iterations. The parameters and the outcomes of the
experiments are stored in the schema as illustrated in Figure 2. Within the single iterations, the configuration parameters (“Threads” and “Batch”) are varied
in order to investigate a vast amount of combinations of the parameters. Using
the bulk load feature for importing files into a HANA database, the number of
threads can be varied between 1 and 256 [9]. For the batch size, no limitation is
stated in the SAP HANA reference. Therefore, permutations without repetitions
of both parameters are built by the procedure prepare_load. In order to cover
different values of both parameters, the procedure varies them as follows: in the
first iteration, the number of threads is varied between 2 and 256 in steps of 2n .
The batch size is initially varied from 10 to 100,000,000. The first value of the batch
size is ten, while the following values are determined by multiplying the previous
value by ten. Therefore, 64 combinations of “Threads” and “Batch” are computed
in the first iteration of each dataset. In the following iterations, the parameter combinations of the top results concerning the achieved inserts per second are selected
and used for determining the parameters for the next iteration. In order to define
a stop criterion, the top 64 results are initially selected for determining the new
parameters in the first iteration. In each of the following iterations, the number of
top results is bisected (top 32, top 16, etc.) until only one result remains in the last
iteration.

Table 2: Identification of new Parameters
Batch Size
100
100
1,000
10,000
...

Threads
(Iteration n)
32
64
128
256
...

Inserts per
Seconds
666,256
672,258
888,342
1,081,459
...

Threads
(Iteration n+1)

Inserts per
Second
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—
—
...

—
—
...

For extending the knowledge base and in order to avoid computing the same
parameters several times within an experiment, only new combinations of input
parameters are used in a new iteration. This is ensured by computing new parameter combinations, using the top results from the previous iterations as a basis. In
order to get new parameter combinations, the mean values between two adjacent
values are determined and used as new values for a permutation as shown in
Table 2. Parameter combinations that have already been investigated in a previous
iteration are excluded from the permutations. However, the mean values are only
determined if the adjacent parameters belong to the associated parameter. For this
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reason, in Table 2, no mean value is computed for the thread size “128” in line 3: it
does not correspond to the same batch size as the other values for “Threads”.
Parameter combinations that have not been investigated yet are used in the next
iteration by inserting these values in the configuration tables. The respective dataset
is then imported into the defined table by using the new parameters. Before each
import, the table is dropped and recreated in order to ensure that the formerly
imported data has no effect on the performance of the current data import. By
applying this method, the knowledge base was extended by each iteration up to a
total amount of 878 available reference imports.

3.5 Results
We performed import experiments for three different datasets (confer Table 1)
with a total of 20 iterations in order to successively approximate the respective
most suitable parameter combination. In total, 878 data imports were performed.
The results were analyzed using analytical capabilities of SAP HANA and are
illustrated in the following.

Figure 4: Avarage Results for Dataset D1
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For dataset D1 we ascertained an average of 808,202.392 inserts per second across
all performed parameter permutations and a maximum value of 1,203,560.242
inserts per second by using 64 threads and a batch size of 550,000. Figure 4 shows
the results for all performed imports of dataset D1 . Since the results are sorted by
batch size, the spectrum shows that batch sizes lower than 100 and greater than
1,000,000 led to comparatively poor performance.
In contrast to that, dataset D2 was imported with an average performance of
568,983.442 inserts per second. An import applying 38 threads and a batch size of
3,025 led to the shortest duration and resulted in 789,021.395 inserts per second. We
excluded the corresponding charts for Dataset D2 and D3 since the imports show
a behavior similar to dataset D1 . Dataset D3 has been imported with a maximum
performance of 911,413.238 inserts per second, using a batch size of 100,000 and 20
threads as well as 24 threads. In average, dataset D3 was imported with 688,486.184
inserts per second, which implies greater performance than dataset D2 , but less
than dataset D1 . The gap between the greatest and smallest batch size, recognizable
on top of Figure 4, became smaller for Dataset D3 , leading to the assumption that
high batch sizes are more suitable for large tables.

Figure 5: Avarage Results over all Datasets

Independently of the size of a dataset, low numbers of threads led to comparably
poor import performance. These imports are represented by the data points closest
to the center inside the corresponding Figure 4. This correlation is also confirmed
by Figure 5, which compares the import performances of the first iteration across
all datasets.
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Therefor, Figure 5 illustrates the results for each labeled number of threads
combined with the following batch sizes: 10; 100; 1,000; 10,000; 100,000; 1,000,000;
10,000,000 and 100,000,000. Any configuration including four or less threads performed significantly slower than any other number of threads between 8 and 256.
Within each thread interval, the averagely best performing batch sizes ranged from
10,000 to 1,000,000.
Comparing the imports parameterized by the experimentally determined values
with both the default import configuration (no parameters passed) and a configuration recommended by SAP (10; 10, 000) [9], we ascertain a significant difference
between imports performed with the default values of the parameters and the
imports using the parameter values that were experimentally determined as illustrated in Figure 6.
The parameter configuration recommended by SAP led to a number of inserted
rows per second that is located between default and optima with a lag varying
from 93,064 (D2 ) to 152,563 (D1 ) inserts per second compared to the respective
parameters that were determined in the context of the experiments.
1,400,000

Inserts per Second

1,200,000
1,000,000

Dataset D1

Dataset D2

Experimental

SAP Recomm.

Default

Experimental

SAP Recomm.

0

Default

200,000

Experimental

400,000

Default

600,000

SAP Recomm.

800,000

Dataset D3

Figure 6: Comparison of the Results for each Dataset

4 Self-Configuring Data Imports
Rather than importing datasets by using the default or predefined parameter values
or by randomly choosing the parameters for the import, the import of new datasets
could be conducted based on similar data that was previously loaded. In order to be
able to determine the similarity of datasets, a knowledge base was built as described
in the previous section. The data generated by means of the experiments can now
be used in order to determine suitable parameter values for an import based on
historical data. Therefore, it is first of all necessary to compute the similarity of
all previously imported datasets in relation to the dataset that is to be imported.
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The similarity of data can be computed in various ways, for example by applying
kernel functions [8] or by using distance functions such as presented in [2]. In this
paper, a distance function was chosen to compute the similarity of two datasets,
the canberra distance [5], which is defined in Equation 1.
d(p, q) =

n
X
|pi − qi |
|pi | + |qi |

(1)

i=1

p and q are vectors that represent a particular dataset and comprise the parameters of a dataset: its size, its number of rows and its number of columns.
Respectively, pi and qi are elements within the vectors. The most similar dataset in
relation to the dataset that is to be imported is the one with the smallest distance.
The distance is determined for all datasets that were previously imported and can
hence be used to query for the parameters that have led to the best import result
with regard to the most similar dataset.
But up to this point, a suitable configuration for the import parameters would
only be determined based on historical data. However, in a cloud environment, it
is unlikely that each system is idle due to the fact that a provider may serve a vast
amount of users [1]. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the individual hosts are
differently utilized. Hence, the determined configuration of input parameters may
not be applicable due to the current utilization of a host. For example, user A may
upload data that results in an import configuration of (256; 100,000) according to
the knowledge base. At the same time, user B works on the system, consequently
the current utilization is very high and the additional import would overload the
node. This should be avoided due to possible contractual penalties as a result of
the violation of SLAs. Therefore, it would not be possible to employ the optimal
import configuration for user A due to the current state of the system. It would
rather be desirable to adapt the configuration according to the current state of the
system.
In order to cope with such a scenario, a solution was implemented that determines a suitable import configuration based on the historical data and adapts this
configuration according to the current utilization (in terms of the CPU utilization)
of the node. In detail, this includes the following steps:
1. Find a node (refered to as “target node”) that provides enough free main
memory to process the import using a first fit approach.
2. Determine a suitable parameter configuration. Therefore, a procedure named
getConfig is called via hdbsql on the target node. The relevant parameters
(CPU utilization, size of dataset, number of rows and columns) are identified
at the OS-layer and passed to the procedure.
a) The canberra distance is computed for all datasets in the database (cf.
Equation 1).
b) Based on the distance, the best parameter combination is then determined by using the “Results”-table.
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c) The number of threads determined in the previous step is then linearly
adjusted to the current CPU utilization of the node.
d) Finally, the corresponding import statements are generated and returned
by the procedure.
3. The returned import statements are stored in an SQL file that is parsed and
then passed to hdbsql in order to start the import.
This implementation was tested for an additional dataset D4 whose characteristics are listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Characteristics of the Dataset used to Test the Self-Configuring Import
Size in GB
Dataset D4

Number of Columns

20.65

11

Number of Rows
265,046,669

The dataset was processed as described before. For D4 , the most similar dataset
is D3 with d(D4 , D3 ) = 0.064. Therefore, the parameter-combination that was determined by the procedure is (24; 100,000). This combination was applicable since
there were no other active users on the system so that and no adjustment of the
parameters had to be conducted. In addition to this import, the dataset was also imported by using the default values for threads and batch and the values suggested
in [9]. Figure 7 illustrates the corresponding results.

Inserts per Second

Default

SAP Recommended

Self-Configured

0

100.000

200.000

300.000

400.000

500.000

600.000

Figure 7: Comparison of the Results for Dataset D4

As can be derived from Figure 7, the import that was determined by our implementation achieved the highest number of inserts per second and hence was
the best performing import. In comparison to the import with the default parameters, the import speed improved by 84.89 %. With regard to the parameter values
suggested in [9], an improvement of 15.47 % was achieved. This demonstrates the
ability of the implemented approach to both automate and improve the speed of
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data imports in SAP HANA cloud environments. Up to now, only a simple approach has been implemented for the proof-of-concept. Certainly there are many
approaches that could be applied in order to determine suitable import parameters
and to adjust these to the current state of the system. For example, more advanced
task scheduling algorithms could be used in order to assign imports to suitable
nodes. Additionally, this approach may be combined with a fair queuing approach
in order to guarantee a minimal level of service to all users in terms of resources
that can be allocated for the import.

5 Conclusion
In this contribution, a concept for self-configuring data imports in SAP HANA
cloud environments was designed and implemented. It can be used to automatically determine a suitable combination of import parameters for a specific dataset.
Furthermore, the developed concept takes into account the current utilization of
the system and correspondingly adjusts the import parameters in order to prevent
a system from being overloaded. Accordingly, an architecture that provides the
features required for such a solution was designed and verified in this contribution.
In the developed concept, the parameterization of an import that is to be initiated
bases on the results of similar datasets that were previously imported. Since historical data is needed be able to identify similar datasets and their respective import
parameters, different experiments were conducted with the aim to generate historical data. In the course of these experiments, 878 imports with a total size of about
34 TB of data were automatically performed. This data can be used to identify
suitable parameters for a new import. In order to verify the developed concept,
it was tested with an additional dataset. This additional import suggests that a
generic import configuration that aims to result in the shortest import durations
does not exist for a particular SAP HANA database server. Rather, the parameters
seem to depend on the characteristics of the datasets, such as their size and their
number of rows. Hence, by applying the concept developed in this paper, the import speed was improved by 15 % as compared to a parameterization suggested by
SAP, and by 85 % compared with the default parameterization. Therefore, building
a knowledge base that comprises of configurations and performance results of the
imports can improve further imports by selecting appropriate parameters based on
similar configurations that were previously applied. However, there are still aspects
that need to be addressed in future research. Further improvements may address
the process of determining similar datasets. We expect a different prioritization
of the individual parameters when investigating their respective impacts on the
performance of imports which might thus lead to a surpass of the currently applied
canberra distance. Additionally, other aspects of datasets, such as the maximum
width of a column, may affect the speed of imports and hence may need to be included when computing the similarity of datasets. Furthermore, we will extend the
experiment by including differently sized hosts in order to assess the dependence
of the import parameters on particular hardware resources.
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